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Samples for 3rd harmonic magnetometry assessment of NbTiN-based SIS structures
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Introduction
In pursuit of higher acceleration gradients, beyond the material 

limits of bulk Nb, research has turned to superconductor- 

insulator-superconductor (SIS) layers [1]. When the superconducting 

layer is thinner than its superconducting London penetration depth, 

the structure can shield the underlying superconductor from magnetic 

flux. Then the accelerating cavity can withstand higher gradients thus 

fewer expensive cavities are needed to reach the energy specifications 

for accelerator machines.

NbTiN and AlN are promising materials for these SIS structures. NbTiN 

has a superconducting T
c
 of 17.3 K for bulk like films. AlN has a lattice 

parameter close to NbTiN which favors growth of the δ-phase with the 

desired high T
c
. This contribution discusses the properties of NbTiN 

monolayers and NbTiN/AlN/Nb SIS structures deposited by reactive DC 

magnetron sputtering. To assess the first flux penetration (H
fp

) of the 

structures a 3rd harmonic instrument is under development in 

collaboration with CEA-Saclay.

Deposition
The structures in this work are deposited by reactive DC magnetron sputtering (DCMS). During depositions the 

working gas is Ar and the reactive gas is N. The films are deposited in a UHV system with a base pressure of 10-9 Torr. 
The system is equipped with multiple DCMS guns with rotatable shutters. Two of the sputtering guns are used for SIS 
structures, one with a 70/30% at. wt. NbTi target and another with a pure Al target. The sample holder rotates in front 
of the sputtering guns insuring similar in-situ conditions during film growth.

The substrates used are MgO, Nb and AlN ceramic. The MgO (100) lattice parameter (4.36 Å) closely matches 
NbTiN (4.34 Å) leading to the best NbTiN films. Nb is used as the substrate for SIS structure since it is the 
superconductor of choice for SRF cavities. Films on AlN ceramic represent a worst case scenario. Although, the best 
NbTiN films are produced at 600 C°, for SIS structures the substrate is heated only to 450 C° in order to limit Al 
diffusion into Nb and NbTIN [2].

The figure on the left shows how the upper superconducting layer must sustain higher magnetic fields. NbTiN can sustain fields higher than Nb when the layer thickness is 
below its London Penetration depth.  The figure on the right shows the predicted response of a SIS based on NbTiN and AlN.  The contour plot uses of 240 nm for NbTiN’s 
London penetration depth and an estimated coherence length of 5 nm [6]. The predicted maximum sustainable field is near a NbTiN 
thickness of 100 nm and AlN thickness of 20 nm.

Multilayer Theory
SIS structures are foreseen to shield Nb SRF cavities from high magnetic fields. Vortex penetration from high magnetic fields can transition the superconductor to its 

normal state. The return to normal state happens when a thermomagnetic avalanche becomes large enough that the cooling on the cavity can’t stop the heating. The 
insulating layer in the SIS structure helps stop the thermomagnetic avalanche by disconnecting the two superconductors.

Plot of the theoretical 
magnetic screening of SIS 
structures. The dashed 
curves are simple 
exponential decay and the 
solid curves are from 
solving the Maxwell and 
London equations [3]. 

Monolayer and Multilayer Films
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Conclusion Future Work
● Completing the 3rd harmonic magnetometer.
● Measure the above films with the magnetometer.
● Improved materials for coils. Annealed Cu wire and highly thermally conductive coating for the coil.

Magnetometry

Thin films for measurement by 3rd harmonic magnetometer have been prepared, they will be used to investigate 
the effect of thickness of the insulator on the H

fp
 in a SIS of NbTiN and AlN. H

fp
 enhancement has been observed for 

SIS structures. JLab is building a 3rd harmonics instrument in order to measure the H
fp

, of samples, in conjunction 
with our collaborators at CEA Saclay. This instrument will also refine T

c
 measurements across thicknesses and 

substrates, especially for Nb substrates. With the local availability of a 3rd harmonic magnetometer, an increased 
throughput of measurements will help discover the properties of superconducting materials and SIS structures.

Contour plot for SIS structures of NbTiN 
and AlN showing how the layer 
thickness affect the maximum 

sustainable field.
[Kubo (KEK)   calculated from L. Zhang 

et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 107, 122603 
(2015) and T. Hong et al., J. Appl. Phys. 

114, 243905 (2013).]
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Close up of the sample  
stage with its rotatable 
(no samples are 
mounted).

Detail showing the 
sputtering guns 

position in relation to 
the sample stage. 

Magnetometry is used to evaluate first flux penetration (H
fp

) of films and SIS structures. Superconducting quantum 
interference device (SQUID) magnetometry applies a magnetic field to both sides of a sample. This is undesirable because it is 
dissimilar from the field inside of a cavity and induces edge effects. 3rd harmonic magnetometry applies a magnetic field to only 
one side of the sample, producing less edge effects.

3rd harmonic magnetometry systems have three components, a coil, a sample holder and a cold reservoir. The coil is used to 
generate a magnetic field parallel to a superconducting sample (see figure on the left). The sample holder establishes a gap of tens 
of microns between the sample and coil. This proximity is necessary to detect the 3rd harmonic signal but the heat generated from 
the coil can warm the sample. The cold reservoir is essential to remove heat from the coil. 

A coil of Cu wire is used to both apply the magnetic field and act as a pickup to measure the 3rd harmonic induced voltage. The 
onset of nonlinearity in the induced voltage, directly provides H

fp
 value, and allows the reconstruction of the Meissner transition 

curve over a large set of fields and temperatures. The field producing coil is 5 mm in diameter so the edge effects for a 24.5 mm 
diameter sample’s will be minimal, and minimized further with a sample of diameter 50.8 mm. 

TEM cross section of a 16 bilayer film. 
The NbTiN layers are 5 nm and the AlN 
are 3 nm thick. The interface sharpness 
of the layers are maintained throughout 
the structure.

Schematic of the 3rd 
harmonic system showing 
the basic geometry of the 
system, not drawn to scale.

Simulation of the coil on a 25.4 
mm superconductor [4]. This is 

half of the cross section, the 
full simulation is rotated 

around the vertical axis. The 
max field is 250 mT. 

Contours plotted from equations in reference 3 with 
parameters from films used in this study. Already complete 
measurements are filled with the corresponding color from 
the bar in mT. 

 52 nm of NbTiN on Nb (EP)
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 57 nm of NbTiN on MgO (T
c
 = 16.2 K) 

T
c
 

measurements 
of films. Most 

of the samples 
shown are too 

small for 3rd 
harmonic 

magnetometer 
system.

Graph showing the roughness of 
different number of layers. The of 

number of layers does not increase 
the roughness of the films. 

The samples have been prepared for 3rd harmonic measurements with a NbTiN layer of 250 nm and AlN 
layers from 22 nm down to 5.6 nm. NbTiN monolayers have been prepared on MgO from bulk like thickness 
(~1.5 um) to 52 nm. The substrates of the monolayer films are the different orientations of MgO and 
electropolished Nb. The samples sizes are 25.4 mm diameter and a couple are 50.4 mm. 

T
c
 measurements use a four point probe using differential conductance. This instrument can measure 

batches of 32 samples deposited on insulator substrates [5]. The NbTiN deposited on MgO alongside Nb 
substrates are around δ-phase T

c
 of 16 K. The witness samples of the bilayers have T

c
 that are lower (around 

14 K). The 3rd harmonic magnetometer will directly measure the T
c
 of the films on conductive substrates. 

For monolayers, EBSD shows high quality crystallinity films on MgO but lower quality of crystallinity (CI ~ 
.30) for NbTiN films on electropolished (EP) Nb (see images to the left). The films deposited on buffered 
chemical polished (BCP) Nb, show better crystallinity. Multilayer films show the same trend, EP substrates 
show less crystallinity then BCP substrates. BCP substrates providing better film growth is unexpected. The 
EP gives a smoother surface with less features (similar to MgO) which should improve deposition.

The roughness of the substrate directly affects the films roughness. Increased roughness is undesirable 
because of localized increase of magnetic fields from surface features. TEM cross sections of multilayer 
NbTiN and AlN shows that the layers are smooth. Also, the figure on the bottom right shows that the 
roughness does not increase until the films reach bulk like thicknesses. 

Bilayers on MgO, AlNcer and 25.4 mm EP Nb were measured at William & Mary, with SQUID. Also, 
Bilayers on 50.8 mm BCP Nb were measured at KEK with 3rd harmonic magnetometry. The 248 nm NbTiN 
and 20 nm AlN film showed the highest increase with a fitted H

fp
 of (223 mT at 0K). The contour graph on 

the right shows the measurements achieved to date and will be populated with measurements from the 
films discussed in this contribution.

NbTiN on  
BCP Nb

NbTiN/AlN 
on BCP Nb 

The below films were deposited simultaneously

EBSD showing the crystallinity of 
films on MgO, EP and BCP Nb. 
The IPF maps have a confidence 
interval above 0.1 and are not 
filtered.
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